MEMORANDUM

To: ALL GPB-POEA MEDICAL RETAINERS

Subject: RATES THAT MAY BE CHARGED FOR DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES OFFERED

Effective immediately, medical clinics retained by the Government Placement Branch (GPB) of this Administration may be allowed to charge the following standard rates for diagnostic services hereunder indicated:

- Basic Medical Exam - P 220.00
- Psychological Exam - 50.00
- Hepatitis B Test - 100.00
- AIDS Test - 400.00
- Pregnancy Test - 100.00

TOTAL: P 970.00

Furthermore, ECG is to be included as one of the diagnostic services of GPB-POEA medical retainers for applicants forty (40) years and above. The amount of P 80.00 is hereby authorized as the standard ECG fee.

Jonas D. Arroyo
Administrator
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